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U.S. markets closed

S&P 500
3,357.01
-28.48 (-0.84%)

  Dow 30
27,901.98
-130.40 (-0.47%)

  Nasdaq

 
10,910.28
-140.19 (-1.27%)

  Russell 2000
1,542.60
-9.73 (-0.63%)

  Crude Oil
40.97
+0.81 (+2.02%)

  Gold
1,952.20
-18.30 (-0.93%)

 

You can make millions counting cars in parking lots from
space

Tim Fernholz
June 26, 2019

A dog guards his owner's Saab car at a parking lot in Muiden, near Amsterdam,

Investors who can afford to hire satellites to scan parking lots are finding a

significant edge in the stock market.

Satellite speculators have reportedly used techniques like car-counting,

tracking oil inventories or watching corn fields to make profitable

forecasts of equity and commodity markets. Now, research from finance

professors at UC Berkeley and the University of Kentucky provides the
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first independent evidence that these trading strategies work—and that

they’re likely being used to the detriment of small-time investors.

The Ethiopian Airlines 737 Max crash could warrant historic punitive

damages against Boeing

The space datasets in question, created by firms RS Metrics and Orbital

Insight, allow sophisticated investors to gain near-realtime understanding

of same-store sales growth, an important metric for understanding the

business of physical retailers like Walmart, Target or Costco. Investors can

then make bets on or against companies just before they disclose

quarterly financial results.

- ADVERTISEMENT -

A trading strategy based on this data would be able to generate

significant gains, according the working paper. The researchers used

satellite data—4.9 million daily observations covering 75,992 unique

stores from 44 major US retailers between 2011 and 2017—to separate

publicly-traded retailers into those with higher and lower sales growth. Per

the study, an investor with access to that data who sold the top under-

performing stocks short and purchased the top high-performing stocks
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ahead of quarterly reports could see returns of 4.95% over just a few

days, after the cost of trading.

White supremacists and anti-fascists head to DC ahead of Trump’s July

4 celebration

These returns are only available for investors who are willing to pay a

“substantial fee” for the satellite data and have (like these academics) the

know-how to correlate that information with other data sets on same-

store sales. The researchers found that financial analysts who provide

consensus forecasts of stock performance were likely not using the

satellite data. That helps explain another finding: There is a measurable

increase in the short-selling of retailers whose parking lot data look bad in

the days before earnings reports, taking advantage of the divergence

between public expectations and actual store performance.

In other words, investors are using a strategy like the one the authors

describe. Drilling down, the authors even estimate that the main buyers of

retailer stocks ahead of bad earnings reports are individual investors.

This raises troubling questions for the lead author, Berkeley professor

Panos Patatoukas, about efficient markets and information. Generally,

economists expect that information incorporated into public markets will

result in more accurate prices. But satellite data on store performance has

been around for eight years, and an arbitrage opportunity clearly still

exists in the market. The growth of big-data analytics means important

data—like the geographic statistics being collected by your mobile phone

and millions of others—will likely be inaccessible to most investors, which

might require regulators to re-think what material information all

investors deserve.

Still, this specific advantage isn’t likely to last for long, thanks to this

paper, and an industry full of newcomers trying to drive down the price of

access to space data. Planet, a satellite startup, is collecting imagery like

this view of what is said to be the largest Walmart in the US, located in

Albany, New York:

And that’s just the beginning when it comes to the usability of satellite

imagery. Planet and other new satellite companies are working to deploy

higher-resolution cameras and radar sensors that can see through clouds

to gather even more detail about what’s happening on Earth.

Some of the results will be unambiguously good—fewer missing airliners

and secret missile programs. One other thing is certain: Motivated quants

on Wall Street are only just beginning to leverage the market-moving

information that can be gathered in orbit.
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Latest Stories
MarketWatch

Billionaire investor Ray Dalio on capitalism’s crisis: The world is going
to change ‘in shocking ways’ in the next five years
Veteran hedge-fund manager says capitalists don’t divide the economic pie well,
so the system isn’t working effectively for all.

MarketWatch

Some wealthy Americans are already prepping their finances for a
Joe Biden presidency — here’s how
One San Francisco accountant finishes every client conversation with a
discussion about what a Biden administration could mean for portfolios.

Millionaire Investor Alerts: “Get out of Cash Now”
He called the dotcom crash, housing bust, and market’s surge since ‘09. Now
he’s predicting a new “cash frenzy” in 2020. Here’s how you can prepare.

MarketWatch

‘We bet on the wrong horse’: I co-signed my nephew’s $55K student
loan: He has no degree and no job. What should we do?
My wife and I co-signed her nephew’s student loans so he could attend a small
private college. You loaned money to your nephew by co-signing his loan with
the expectation that he would finish college, get a job and repay it. In other…

Investor's Business Daily

Is Apple Stock A Buy Ahead Of iPhone 12 Launch Event?
Apple has been an American success story several times over with the Mac, iPod, iPhone and other inventions. But is Apple
stock a buy now? Here's what its stock chart and earnings show.

Ad • Stansberry Research

Sign up for the Quartz Daily Brief, our free daily newsletter with the

world’s most important and interesting news.

More stories from Quartz:

Five reasons English speakers struggle to learn other languages

Ten days of utter silence pulled me back from the brink of a mental

breakdown

Our goal is to create a safe and engaging place for users to connect over interests and passions. In
order to improve our community experience, we are temporarily suspending article commenting.
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MarketWatch

3 things to know about Tesla’s
‘battery day’
Tesla Inc. is set to showcase its
battery capabilities on Tuesday, at
an event the company has dubbed…

Young Trader Has Quietly Made Over $2.8MM In 2020
With no prior experience, Kyle Dennis decided to invest in stocks. He owes his
trading success to these strategies.

Bloomberg

Even Fidelity’s $230 Billion Star Manager Has Robinhood Anxiety
(Bloomberg) -- Will Danoff has been wondering why billions of dollars keep
flowing out of the Contrafund, the giant mutual fund he manages at Fidelity
Investments. Performance isn’t the problem. He’s up 21% this year, trouncing…

Bloomberg

Adelson’s Singapore Casino Hires Law Firm to Probe $1 Billion in
Transfers
(Bloomberg) -- Las Vegas Sands Corp.’s Singapore casino has hired a law firm to
conduct a new investigation into employee transfers of more than $1 billion in
gamblers’ money to third parties, according to people familiar with the…

Benzinga

Tilson Says Nikola's Trevor Milton Will Land 'Behind Bars For
Securities Fraud'
Nikola Corporation (NASDAQ: NKLA) were trading slightly higher Wednesday
afternoon during another volatile trading day following allegations of fraud by
short seller Hindenburg Research last week.Nikola bulls are hoping the share…

The Man Who Bought Amazon at $48 Says Buy TaaS Now
Wall Street legend Whitney Tilson says there's a huge new tech trend coming –
and he's revealing his #1 pick for free.

Reuters

Southwest temporarily grounds 130 Boeing 737-800 airplanes over
weight data
Southwest Airlines Co said late Wednesday it temporarily grounded 130 Boeing
737-800 aircraft after it discovered discrepancies in aircraft weight data. In
January, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said it was seeking to…

U.S.News & World Report

7 Closed-End Funds With Big Dividends
Americans planning for retirement in a few decades typically look to exchange-
traded funds as investment vehicles, and rightly so. This adds volatility and
complexity, but it also allows these funds to be much more active and…

Quartz

Investors in Snowflake’s IPO should prepare for a second-day slump

Ad • RagingBull

Ad • Empire Financial Research
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Shares of Snowflake, a maker of cloud computing software, soared yesterday
after the company’s initial public offering. The stock closed at $253, more than
double the $120 the price at which the company and its bankers initially value…

2.4% FIXED Mortgage Refi, No
Hidden Fees/Points
Our technology will match you with
the best lenders at super low rates.
Trusted by over 15 million. Save yo…

MarketWatch

Fidelity’s $230 billion man explains why he dumped Tesla shares but
still bets big on Warren Buffett
Will Danoff manages $230 billion for Fidelity, with more than half of that in the
massive Contrafund, which has obliterated the S&P 500 this year with a
whopping 21% return. He talked with Bloomberg News about his investments i…

MarketWatch

Dave & Buster’s stock plunges 26% on bankruptcy fears, but analysts
say it’s investor ‘overreaction’
Dave & Buster’s Inc. shares plunged 26.4% in Thursday trading after investors
grew nervous about the possibility of the entertainment company filing for
bankruptcy. Dave & Buster’s (PLAY) included “going concern” language in a 10-…

MarketWatch

Mortgage rates remain near record lows — now the challenge will be
finding a lender willing to give you one
There’s perhaps never been a better time to take out a mortgage — at least
from an interest rate perspective. The 30-year fixed-rate mortgage averaged
2.87% for the week ending Sept. 17, up one basis point from the record low set…

Missouri Drivers Are Stunned By This New Rule
Missouri drivers are surprised they never knew this new insurance tip. If you
drive less than 50 miles a day, you better read this.

Benzinga

Here's How Much Investing $1,000 In AMD At Dot-Com Bubble Peak
Would Be Worth Today
Despite an ongoing pandemic and the U.S. economy barely limping along, the
Nasdaq is still trading more than 60% above its March lows. The surge in tech
stocks in 2020 has understandably led investors to draw comparisons to the…

TheStreet.com

Jim Cramer: This Is What's Chilling About Snowflake's IPO
We're seeing the potential start of an epic deluge of new stock from companies
that are private and eager to cash out, and guess who will be the losers?

TipRanks

3 “Strong Buy” Healthcare Stocks With Major Catalysts Approaching
Reflecting the ultimate risk and reward, healthcare stocks are capable of delivering big returns at what feels like the drop
of a hat, but investors need to be prepared for big risk, too.Unlike companies in other sectors, the survival of many
healthcare players, especially when they are in the early stages, hinges on only clinical trials of their therapies or products…
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Canceled TV Shows Announced:
The Full List
Here's the Full List For 2020 So Far

TipRanks

3 Artificial intelligence Stocks to Consider as the Trend Heats Up
Working the stock market is a data game. Getting the best information, in a
timely way, and knowing how to use it, are keys to success. So, here are some
numbers to think about. According to industry market research, artificial…

USA TODAY

If Nikola goes up in flames, GM might only get singed, analysts say
The companies do not close on the deal in which General Motors takes a stake
in Nikola until Sept. 30, giving GM a couple of weeks to change its mind.

TipRanks

3 “Perfect 10” Dividend Stocks Yielding at Least 5%
Assessing where the markets will go can sometimes seem like more art than
science, and an arcane art at that. But the data is out there to make sense of
the stock movements.The TipRanks Smart Score is a perfect example. Scannin…
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